FORMAL ACTION REPORT

Please find below a list of actions taken or initiated by the Ohio State Dental Board in September 2018.

CONSENT AGREEMENT

Karry Loch, Radiographer  51.006443  18-48-1230
Niki Lakes, Radiographer  51.002827  18-09-1229
Timothy Kraig, DDS       30.016439  18-18-1261
Elyssa M. Davis, Radiographer  51.023067  18-57-1184
Denise Kriebel, Radiographer  51.015106  17-50-1102
Michael L. Thomas, DDS    30.019755  17-76-1298

ADDENDUM TO CONSENT AGREEMENT

Erin Gibbons, RDH        31.015713  17-43-1422

CONSENT AGREEMENT

(NON-DISCIPLINARY)

Mayssa Salti, DDS        Licensing

NOTICE OF OPPORTUNITY FOR HEARING

Victor H. Nguyen, DDS    30.023545  18-76-1060
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